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Bisphenol A (BPA) has been shown to have endocrine activity and may affect the fetus and 

infant, including possibly causing changes in development and behavior. California enacted 

legislation banning the use of BPA in baby bottles and sippy cups, which was to be effective July 

1, 2013. However, as of July 2012, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration permanently ended 

the use of BPA in these products. Manufacturers are considering BPA analogs or derivatives as 

replacements for BPA in various applications, such as epoxy resins used as protective linings in 

food cans and in thermal paper. BPA analogs or derivatives could leach into food or be 

transferred from paper products, leading to human exposure. Targeted screening of these 

compounds in urine will provide an indication of human exposures to these emerging 

compounds. In the present study, bisphenol S (BPS), bisphenol B (BPB), bisphenol F (BPF), 

bisphenol AF (BPAF), and other commercially available BPA analogs or derivatives were 

analyzed. These compounds were selected for study based on potential for exposure in the U.S., 

in vitro or in vivo tests showing endocrine activity, and other factors. Because these compounds 

may be present in human urine at ppb or sub-ppb levels, a highly sensitive method is needed for 

human biomonitoring studies.  

 

In the present study, different parameters were optimized to achieve the lowest possible 

instrument detection limit (IDL). In addition to compound-specific parameters such as collision 
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energy (CE) and fragmentor voltage, mobile phase combinations, columns, important ion source 

parameters (sheath gas and drying gas flow rates), quadrupole resolution combinations, detector 

gain factor (delta EMV), were optimized. In addition, on-line solid phase extraction (SPE) 

protocol was optimized for maximal absolute recovery rates and high throughput. Valve 

configuration, SPE column, washing solvent and duration, elution solvent and duration, and 

column capacity of on-line SPE procedures were optimized. After parameter optimization, initial 

demonstration of capability (IDC) and control charts were established to validate the method 

accuracy and precision and robustness using in-house made quality control (QC) materials.  

 

In summary, sensitivity optimization improved IDL ~100 x for each analyte due to the 

optimization of instrument parameters. After online SPE optimization, BPS, BPAF, BPB, and 

BPF reached an LOD of 0.1 ppb. Initial demonstration of capability showed that the above-

mentioned method could reliably measure in-house made QC materials at 0.5 ppb and 5 ppb 

levels for BPS, BPF, BPB, and BPAF using BPA-d16 as the internal standard. We believe that 

better accuracy and precision will be achieved if using deuterium internal standards of each 

BPAA analyte respectively.  
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